Cambridge University Press is the oldest publisher of its kind, with a history of publishing excellence spanning six centuries. Since printing our first book in 1584, our success has been driven by academic pedigree, unparalleled editorial experience, quality production processes and innovation.

Our mission is simple: to further the mission of the University of Cambridge by disseminating knowledge in the pursuit of education, learning and research at the highest international levels of excellence.

Today, with over 50 offices selling products in 190 countries, Cambridge University Press is a truly global publishing house, at home in all major markets.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE PRESS

The Press publishes its first book

Henry VIII’s ‘Letters Patent’ allows Cambridge University Press to print ‘all manner of books’

1534

The first Cambridge Bible is printed by John Legate

1584

The publication of the second edition of Newton’s *Principia Mathematica*

1591

The first issue of the *Journal of Fluid Mechanics* is published

1619

Albert Einstein’s *The Evolution of Physics: The Growth of Ideas from Early Concepts to Relativity and Quanta* is published

1713

1938

1956

The Large Scale Structure of Space-Time by Professor Stephen Hawking is published

1975
Raymond Murphy’s *English Grammar in Use* is published

The Press Bookshop opens at 1 Trinity Street, Cambridge, UK

1985

The first downloadable e-book is created

1997

Cambridge University Press celebrates 425 years of publishing

1999

The launch of Cambridge Journals Online

1992

The launch of Cambridge Books Online

2009

The first downloadable e-book is created

The launch of Cambridge Core

2014

The first Open Access book is published

2016
JOIN A COMMUNITY OF AWARD-WINNING AUTHORS

Publish with us and you will join a prestigious group of award-winning authors including over 60 Nobel Prize Laureates. The quality of our publishing is reflected by the number of awards that Cambridge titles are nominated for and receive, across multiple subject areas. Our academic titles have won over 440 awards and honourable mentions since 2014, and we consistently achieve great success at both the annual PROSE and CHOICE awards.

‘It has been a privilege and a pleasure to work with Cambridge University Press over many years, and to benefit from the professionalism of execution and the sympathetic concern of editors for the integrity of the manuscript. Always look forward to further opportunities.’

Professor Noam Chomsky, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

‘I originally chose Cambridge University Press because they had international reach, language translations, the ability to think of the world rather than just a part of the world, but quite frankly one of the biggest reasons why I chose it was because they could think outside the box… I’ve found that very delightful and really stimulating.’

Dr Stephen M. Stahl, University of California

‘I have worked with Cambridge University Press for 14 years editing five large and complex projects. In every case the support and enthusiasm of my colleagues at the Press, as well as their incredible breadth of knowledge, have helped to make the process of publication both effective and efficient.’

Dr Christie Carson, Royal Holloway, University of London
‘I wanted a publisher with an old tradition founded on quality but with a future built on innovation and technology, all motivated by a desire to work for academics, readers and the public good … In their willingness both to experiment with open access and by boldly and efficiently publishing my critique of academic publishing itself, Cambridge more than fulfilled my hopes.’

Dr Martin Paul Eve, 
University of Lincoln

‘Choosing Cambridge University Press was an easy decision: Cambridge is a synonym for quality work and the series I wanted to publish in “Cambridge Studies in Linguistics” continues to publish must reads in my field. It was a pleasure to discover that working with Cambridge University Press was easy and straightforward.’

Professor Martina Wiltschko, 
University of British Columbia
WE SELL BOOKS IN
AROUND 190 COUNTRIES

OVER 32,000 E-BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE

OVER 53,000 TITLES IN PRINT

OVER 380 JOURNALS WITH ARCHIVES DATING BACK TO 1770
Cambridge University Press operates a journal and book publishing programme with a globally integrated approach to sales and marketing.

From selecting the best print or digital format, to working with you to finalise the most appropriate design, we draw on our extensive publishing expertise to make your work available to the right people online, in bookshops and in places of learning around the world. Because we have unrivalled experience across the spectrum of traditional print and digital publishing, you can capitalise on cross-promotional opportunities that bring journal and book content together.

‘Cambridge University Press was helpful, patient, and highly professional during the entire publication process for Chemical Oceanography and the Global Carbon Cycle. Their marketing experience and reputation have been important assets in book sales. I am currently planning another textbook, and Cambridge will be my first choice as publisher.’

Professor Steven Emerson, University of Washington
As an academic publisher, Cambridge University Press is unrivalled in its intellectual rigour. We pride ourselves on recruiting the best work by the best authors and our rigorous peer review process allows us to do this. As a Cambridge author, you will enjoy the benefits of a dedicated and expert editorial team throughout the development of your work.

‘Cambridge University Press were a delight to work with … [the editor] was happy to take the time to show me the ropes of publishing with my first book and the production team ensured the … process was full of good humour and encouragement. It felt a natural fit to work with them on my second book and I look forward to doing so again in the future.’

Dr Michael Scott, University of Warwick
Cambridge University Press has a long, prestigious history and embraces the continuing change and innovation within the publishing industry. We are proud of our digital publishing expertise, so whatever the subject of your work, we will find the best combination of print and digital formats for your book. We produce e-books in a variety of formats for individual purchase, and make your work easily discoverable online for interested readers within libraries and institutions.

We are world-renowned for creating beautiful, high-quality books in both print and digital formats. From robust proofing and copy-editing, to thoughtful design and excellent production methods, we take great pride in bringing the written word to life.

‘My experiences with the Press have been quite positive, from working with the editorial staff, through production and to marketing ... It is also gratifying to see my books being published alongside a very strong list of other titles, in terms of breadth, quality and timeliness.’

Professor Graham Oppy, Monash University
Cambridge Core was launched in September 2016 and brings together our books and journals on one platform for the first time. Robust, stable and adaptable for future needs, Cambridge Core provides fast and intuitive access to Cambridge publishing for universities around the world. Built with researcher needs as its prime focus and popular with both librarians and readers, the platform embodies our ambition to be at the forefront of academic digital publishing.
Our publicity and marketing practices draw on the best of both traditional and innovative marketing methods. We have global connections with the media through print and digital broadcast channels, ranging from scholarly reviews in traditional academic journals to international coverage from organisations including the BBC and New York Times.

Our marketing teams embrace all things digital, and have the expertise to maximise discoverability utilising social media, e-marketing, author videos, and book trailers to promote titles across the web.

Our global sales team has extensive expertise in the international market and all major sales channels, from bricks-and-mortar bookshops to institutional libraries. They are dedicated to selling your work in all formats from print to online collections around the world.

‘I have always found their communication to be excellent with timely responses to emails … regular updates regarding planned and active promotion strategies for our book … I have always found them professional and eager to help and I am looking forward to working with them on future projects and will continue to recommend them to others.’

Dr Emma Plunkett, Birmingham School of Anaesthesia
We look at every book individually to see if it has the potential to be translated into other languages, and our global rights team license translations in a variety of languages from Afrikaans to Vietnamese. Even on this global scale, we know the importance of the ‘personal touch’.

That's why we are there in person to promote publications at key book fairs in Frankfurt, London, Guadalajara, Beijing and Moscow, to name but a few.

‘Cambridge University Press is a prestigious academic publisher. The publication of a book by Cambridge University Press is a testimony of the book’s intellectual quality. The Press provides to its authors valuable suggestions for the book’s title and structure as well as high-quality editing, distribution and media supports.’

Professor Justin Yifu Lin, Peking University
At every stage of the publishing process, we ensure that a dedicated member of the team is there to guide you through each step.

You’ll also benefit from having access to Author Hub, an online set of resources designed to help you connect with the academic community and engage directly with your readers (please visit cambridge.org/authorhub for more information).

‘The process – from contracting on the basis of a completed manuscript, through production, and then distribution of the finished work – has been flawless. The finished books have been carefully polished, with expert attention to copy-editing, and to all other aspects of design and production.’

Professor H. Vincent Poor, Princeton University
GET IN TOUCH

To start your exciting journey with Cambridge University Press, contact us today:

UK (CAMBRIDGE)
Cambridge University Press
UPH, Shaftesbury Road
Cambridge, CB2 8BS
United Kingdom
+44 (0)1223 358331
information@cambridge.org

USA (NEW YORK)
Cambridge University Press
1 Liberty Plaza
Floor 20
New York
NY 10006
USA
+1 212 337 5000
newyork@cambridge.org

ASIA (SINGAPORE)
Cambridge University Press
79 Anson Road
#06-04/06
Singapore, 079906
Singapore
+65 6323 2701
singapore@cambridge.org

INDIA (DELHI)
Cambridge University Press India
4843/24, 2nd Floor, Ansari Road
Daryaganj
New Delhi-110002
India
+91 11 43543500
cupdel@cambridge.org

AUSTRALIA (MELBOURNE)
Cambridge University Press
477 Williamstown Road
Port Melbourne
VIC 3207
Australia
+61 (03) 8671 1400
melbourne@cambridge.org